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I. INTRODUCTION
ULnPLE valued logic (MVL) circuit designs have been M receiving considerable attention over the last two decades because of their relative advantages of small circuit size, lower power dissipation and higher circuit speed compared to their binary counter parts [1]-[3] . Optimization of area, speed and power dissipation are still being the main constraints ta be satisfied in IC designs, an accurate estimation of these parameters would help the designer to perform a design space exploration by trading-off one constraint criterion with another to optimally meet the design objectives. Entropic properties of the functions are related to the complexity of circuits that realize these functions and serve as an estimate for area and power dissipation of the circuit [4] and help in the evolution of the desired network 153. Since Cost cfz) = 18 Entropy CI;) = 0.95 
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Hlr) The four functions, fi, f i , f and g, are implemented using currentmode self-restoring logic architecture of [ 101 and the number of transistors used are listed in table 6. We see that the transistor count increases with complexity. The results from the above two cases indicate that, by considering transition density along with functional entropy gives better estimates of implementation complexity of MVL functions. =O . Under this condition, there exists a logic function cpsuch that f = rp(g). Although, the search space for a solution is reduced from mm" to G,using (6), the actual number of possible solutions is 1 G, 1 , which could still be very large. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we show the effectiveness of using functional smoothness with information theoretic measures in estimating the functional complexity. We investigated the utility of transition density in estimating the cost of circuit realization in two different architecture styles. The results have shown that the transition density indeed improves the cost estimates.
We have also show that using transition vectors, the search space for :potential solutions in evolutionary network synthesis can be reduced.
